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and Tomislav Dragičević, Senior Member, IEEE

Abstract—The present paper identifies the root causes of cur-
rent ringing in a Dual Active Bridge (DAB) power converter and
proposes a novel methodology to design the magnetic tank (trans-
former, primary and secondary inductances) configuration to
minimize it. In particular, two metrics proportional to the current
harmonic content on each transformer side are correspondingly
proposed based on a steady-state frequency analysis of primary
and secondary ac voltages and impedance of the magnetic tank.
To get the metrics, different combinations of dv/dt, switching
frequency, primary and secondary inductance configuration,
and stray capacitance of the magnetic tank (model inputs) are
simulated to generate primary and secondary harmonic current
indicators (model outputs). Then, a machine-learning model is
trained to predict the harmonic current metrics for each given
operating setpoint. The model is able to make predictions beyond
its training data, therefore generalizing to unseen inputs and en-
abling rapid evaluation of various designs. Experimental results
are presented to evaluate the performance of the metric model for
4 different magnetic tank configurations. Designers can use the
methodology to rapidly analyze the generation of current ringing
under multiple operating parameters, identifying operating zones
with low harmonic content and reduced sensitivity to parameter
shifts for the converter’s operation.

Index Terms—Dual Active Bridge, frequency-domain analysis,
machine learning, magnetics, current ringing.

I. INTRODUCTION

THE Dual Active Bridge (DAB) [1]–[4] is a dc/dc power
converter that has a number of desirable features such as

input/output galvanic isolation, bidirectional power flow, and
wide voltage conversion gain range. This allows the use of
high-frequency magnetics, which provide high power density,
and reduce the volume and weight of the converter. All these
characteristics make the converter suitable for a number of
applications, including on-board battery chargers, e-mobility,
and multi-port systems, to name a few.

Ringing is a phenomenon previously reported in the lit-
erature, observed in electronic circuits as a high-frequency
voltage and current oscillation [5], [6]. Due to stray compo-
nents present in the circuit (parasitics in components, circuit
layout, line routing), the high-frequency behavior of the circuit
will generate undesired impedance. For instance, when high
dv/dt is generated, high-frequency voltage harmonic content
is produced, and at high frequency the stray capacitances
provide a low impedance path to these harmonics, generating
current ringing. Similarly, when high di/dt is produced, high-
frequency current harmonic content is generated, and the stray
inductances at high frequency behave as unexpected high

impedance, causing voltage ringing. Nowadays, the use of
wide bandgap semiconductors, such as SiC and GaN, has led
to the possibility of high switching frequency (hundreds of
kHz to few MHz [7]) in power converters including DABs.
This can lead to high dv/dt, high-frequency harmonic content,
which makes ringing more likely to happen. Ringing can
generate increased losses, Electromagnetic Interference (EMI),
and overvoltages that can even damage the electronic devices
[8]–[11]. Thus, the ringing phenomenon must be studied,
aiming to develop techniques to guarantee electromagnetic
compatibility in the target application and improve the high-
frequency performance of the power electronic converter.

In the literature, different methods have been proposed to
deal with the ringing in power electronic converters. Two main
groups of approaches can be identified. A first approach is to
reduce the dv/dt using snubber devices, i.e. [12], [13]. [9]
proposed a methodology to determine a relation between the
voltage spikes, dv/dt and stray capacitance (winding capaci-
tance) of the transformer, which can help in sizing the snubber
capacitor to reduce the voltage spike in the transformer side.
The main disadvantages are that it will increase the difficulty
to achieve soft-switching when the output capacitance is
increased, and that higher turn-on switching losses at hard-
switching are expected, since more energy is stored in the
drain-source capacitance of the power semiconductors [2],
[14], [15]. Despite these negative effects, snubber circuits can
increase the efficiency of the converter under certain operating
points by reducing ringing [16]–[18]. In a similar manner,
another way is to select or reduce the dv/dt via active methods.
In this way, dv/dt can be limited by an active gate con-
trol, which can adjust how fast the semiconductor switching
is achieved [19]–[22]. When large parasitic parameters are
present in the circuit, the reduction of the dv/dt or di/dt by
the active gate driver might not be enough to reduce the
ringing. For instance, when dealing with long PCB traces,
or disposing of a transformer or inductance with too high
stray parameters. In these scenarios, a ringing reduction can
consider how different configurations for the inductance array
within the magnetic tank can affect the ringing, for different
dv/dt or switching frequencies, increasing the complexity of
the analysis. A second approach is to refine the impedance
model of the power converter components on a wide frequency
domain. In this direction, the literature focuses on analyzing
the stray components to reduce their size and/or consider
measures to deal with them in the design stage of the converter.
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Particularly, stray capacitance in magnetic components reduces
their impedance at high frequency [23]. In order to reduce
parasitic capacitance in transformers, improvements in the
winding layout of planar transformers [24] and core shielding
[25] have been reported to reduce common mode (CM) noise
and thus current ringing. Additionally, a discussion on the
trade-offs to reduce stray capacitances in the design stage
of a planar transformer was reported in [26]. One of the
difficulties of this approach is that the design effort to reduce
stray capacitance and time consumption to analyze how the
current ringing is produced under different scenarios might
be significantly high. Thus, while both approaches can be
used to reduce ringing, a methodology that can more directly
estimate the current ringing mechanism is highly desirable
to complement them and make the design process faster and
more accurate. Such a model may consider features related
to component parameters and voltage waveforms, including
component tolerance, thermal drift, or aging of the magnetics.

This article overcomes the identified limitation. First, it
describes theoretically the relationship between the harmonic
content of the voltage and the impedance of the magnetic
tank, which generates current ringing on the transformer’s
primary and secondary sides, based on the model described
in [27]. Then, a metric is proposed, which measures how
the current ringing harmonics on each side behave based on
different magnetic tank configurations and voltage waveform
features. This metric can be used to visualize how different
primary and secondary inductances, stray capacitances of the
inductors, dv/dt, and switching frequencies affect the current
ringing performance. A machine-learning model is trained to
represent a generalized model of the harmonic content of the
magnetic tank currents, allowing rapid assessment of different
converter operations and magnetic tank designs. This can
help to identify operating points with low current ringing and
decreased sensitivity to parameter shifts for optimal converter
operation. The model is shown to be able to learn the main
features contained in its training data set. Experimental results
validate the theoretical insights into the harmonic behavior of
the current ringing of four magnetic tank designs.

The paper is organized as follows. Section II describes
the DAB power converter, its principle of operation, and
briefly illustrates its modulation aspects. Section III explains
theoretically the relationship between the voltage waveform
and the impedance of the magnetic tank to elucidate the
root causes of the current ringing phenomenon. Section IV
develops the methodology to create a machine-learning (ML)
model of the harmonic current content based on a set of
parameters that define the voltage and impedance features.
The model is then used to quickly and precisely evaluate
the current ringing for different magnetic tank configurations.
Section V shows experimental results of current ringing for
4 different magnetic tank configurations and switching fre-
quencies, thereby validating the model obtained in Section
IV. Section VI elaborates a discussion on the use of a metric
and ML (ANN) to study the harmonic current content and
thus the current ringing in the DAB converter. Finally, Section
VII concludes the paper by summarizing the main results and
discussing potential future work directions.

II. TOPOLOGY AND PRINCIPLE OF OPERATION

The topology of the DAB power converter is illustrated
in Fig. 1.a. It is configured as two full bridges connected
between themselves via a magnetic tank, which comprises a
transformer, and an array of inductances that can be simplified
to an equivalent inductance L on the primary side (high
voltage side, considering n > 1). The simplified model of
the converter is illustrated in Fig. 1.b, where two voltage
sources feed the inductance L in order to transfer power
from one side to the other, while the transformer provides
galvanic isolation and adjusts the voltage from the secondary
side. The operation of the converter considers two stages,
the controller and the modulation [2]–[4]. In the first one, a
control algorithm determines how the converter should act to
follow the reference (which might be output voltage, current,
or both), and this is received by the modulator, which generates
corresponding switching signals for the MOSFETs.

(a)

(b)
Fig. 1. The DAB power converter. (a) Topology for primary and secondary
full-bridges as active bridges; (b) Simplified model.

There are different modulation schemes studied in the litera-
ture to set the voltage waveform of the primary and secondary
sides to transfer power accordingly. A broad classification
identified in the literature is based on the number of control
angles managed. Single Phase Shift (SPS) modulation manip-
ulates the phase shift D3 between the primary and secondary
ac voltages generated by the corresponding full-bridges (where
D1 = D2 = 1, meaning that each full-bridge works as a two-
level voltage source that provides ±vdc at 50% duty cycle). In
Dual Phase Shift (DPS) modulation, two variables are handled,
i.e. the phase shift D3 and D1 or D2, where a proportion
between the two is defined (D1 = αD2). Finally, in Triple
Phase Shift (TPS), a zero voltage is applied on each full-bridge
and the phase shift is determined by controlling D1, D2 and
D3, as illustrated in Fig. 2.

III. CURRENT RINGING IN THE MAGNETIC TANK

High dv/dt and high order switching frequency harmonics of
the primary and secondary voltage waveform can generate sig-
nificant high-frequency content in the current of the magnetic
tank [27]. The inductances and the transformer comprising
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Fig. 2. Waveform for TPS modulation [4]. Top: Triangular mode; Bottom:
Trapezoidal mode.

the magnetic tank at high frequency do not behave purely
as RL impedance, because the stray capacitance components
represent a low impedance path for high-frequency voltage
content. This generates a high-frequency current ringing in ei-
ther the primary or secondary side, which results in oscillating
energy that generates losses [8] and EMI [10], [11]. Both of
these effects are undesirable. To analyze this, both voltage and
impedance models should be considered.

Snubber circuits [9], [12], [13] are used to limit the dv/dt
and reduce the overvoltage during switching [9], which would
otherwise provide high-frequency harmonics to the magnetic
tank.

There are two possible approaches that can be considered
to analyze the current ringing: steady-state and time-frequency
analysis. The frequency behavior of the voltage waveform
depends on the switching frequency, the duty cycle, and its
rising and falling edges. Thus, the frequency content of the
voltage signal is significant during dv/dt, where its corre-
sponding energy is stored in the magnetic tank. Afterwards,
this amount of stored energy decreases as a damped current
oscillation, and the process is repeated as new dv/dt occur,
depending on the modulation implemented. In this sense, a
time-frequency approach analyzes how the current harmonics
are behaving in time. Alternatively, the time-series data of
the voltage waveform can be used to estimate its frequency
behavior. The latter approach can be considered as a steady-
state frequency analysis of the voltage signal. To illustrate this
notion, one may consider a 50% duty cycle voltage waveform
at 50kHz switching frequency (fsw), for two different rising
and falling times (tr), as in Fig. 3.a. For example, tr represents
the time required for the voltage to switch from one state
to the other, which is inversely proportional to the dv/dt of
the commutation. Thus, both the voltage slope and switch-
ing frequency contribute significantly to the high-frequency
content, as is depicted in Fig. 3.b (for different tr) and 3.c
(for different fsw). From Fig. 3.c, we observe that higher
switching frequencies increase the magnitude and distance of
the frequencies between each other, generating different high-
frequency harmonic content. Besides, m/tr (with m positive
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Fig. 3. Time and frequency behavior of voltage ac waveform under different
dv/dt (or rising/falling time) and switching frequency, for vdc1 = 520V ,
vdc2 = 306V , n = 1.7, D1 = D2 = 1 and D3 = 0.5. (a) vab, vcd and
vL behavior over time for tr = 100ns and 300ns (blue and red signal,
respectively); vab over frequency domain for different dv/dt (b) and fsw (c).

integer) are the frequencies where a minimum voltage mag-
nitude are located. Summarizing, the first approach provides
information about the frequency content in time, while the
second approach estimates the average frequency content in
the time-series data. Theoretical analysis and experimental
results presented in the sequel will provide further clarification
on these subjects.

A. Impedance model of the Magnetic Tank
Based on Fig. 1.a, the inductance of the DAB can be located

in the primary side (Lp), in the secondary side (Ls), or in both
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sides, while maintaining in any case the modeled equivalent
value of L for power transfer based on Eqn. (1). Thus, it can be
configured as an array of a series of inductances on each side
to reach the desired value of L. Besides, the stray components
of the inductances and transformer are also relevant to con-
sider at high frequencies. Core and wire resistance (Rfe and
Rcu), stray capacitance on primary (Cp), secondary (Cs), and
primary-core-secondary (Cps) are considered. Fig. 4 depicts
the magnetic tank with the stray parameters.

Fig. 4. Magnetic tank of DAB power converter considering stray parameter
for primary and secondary side inductances Lp and Ls, respectively.

L = Lp + n2 · Ls (1)

In order to have a model for the input impedance at the high
(primary) and low (secondary) side of the magnetic tank, a
Thevenin equivalent model can be obtained based on the stray
parameters of the inductor and transformer [27] considering
inductances in primary and secondary sides. The equations
for the primary (input) and secondary (output) impedance are
defined in (2).

Zp
in = RT

cu + LT
σ (jw)

+
Lp · RLp

fe (jw) + R
Lp
cu · RLp

fe

jw(Lp + CLpR
Lp
cu R

Lp
fe ) + R

Lp
cu + R

Lp
fe − w2CLpLpR

Lp
fe︸ ︷︷ ︸

Primary side parameters

+
n2 · Ra(Ls(jw) + RLs

cu )

Ra + n2(RLs
cu + Ls(jw)) + Can2Ra(jw)(RLs

cu + Ls(jw))︸ ︷︷ ︸
Inductor’s secondary side & transformer parameters

where Ra =
n2RT

feR
Ls
fe

RT
fe + n2RLs

fe

,

Ca = Cp +
CLs + Cs

n2
+ (1 − 1/n)2 · Cps/4

Zs
in =

RT
cu + LT

σ (jw)

n2

+
RLs

fe (Ls(jw) + RLs
cu )

jw(Ls + CLsRLs
cu RLs

fe ) + RLs
cu + RLs

fe − w2CLsLsR
Ls
fe︸ ︷︷ ︸

Secondary side parameters

+
Rb(Lp(jw) + R

Lp
cu )

n2Rb + (R
Lp
cu + Lp(jw))(1 + CbRb(jw))︸ ︷︷ ︸

Inductor’s primary side & transformer parameters

where Rb =
RT

feR
Lp
fe

n2(RT
fe + R

Lp
fe )

,

Cb = n2(CLp + Cp) + Cs + (n − 1)2Cps/4

(2)

IV. METHODOLOGY TO SELECT MAGNETIC TANK
CONFIGURATIONS

The origin of the current ringing is a function of the
impedance and the voltage, where there is a certain range

of frequencies based on the magnetic tank parameters where
the impedance is low and so the voltage generates a high
current oscillation. Based on Eqn. (2), this effect is caused
by the stray parameters of the transformer and the inductance
at the secondary and primary side, respectively. These stray
parameters can be reduced up to a certain point in the
design stage, and once defined, certain configurations of these
parameters are expected to reduce the harmonic content in both
the primary and secondary sides for the applied primary and
secondary voltages. In this sense, depending on the frequency
content of both primary and secondary voltage sources and
the impedance seen from the primary and secondary sides
of the magnetic tank, it is possible to evaluate the current
performance for different combinations of parameters in the
magnetic tank.

(a)

(b)

Fig. 5. Methodology and ML model proposed to evaluate current ringing.
(a) Methodology (MATLAB, Python, and experimental work over the green,
light blue and red background); (b) ANN models for the metrics Sp and Ss.

This article proposes a novel machine learning methodology
to model the harmonic current behavior in the magnetic
tank, in order to evaluate which design configuration achieves
low harmonic content at a certain switching frequency, input
and output dc voltages, and dv/dt, considering tolerance and
uncertainty in the component values. The proposed procedure
is explained in Fig. 5.a. MATLAB simulation was used to
synthetically generate the data set, while Python was used
to train and test the machine learning model. The steps are
enumerated as follows and are described in more detail in the
following paragraphs:

1) Generate voltage spectrum data set.
2) Generate impedance spectrum data set.
3) From 1 and 2, obtain current spectrum data set.
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TABLE I
PARAMETERS OF TWO INDUCTANCES TO USE IN THE MAGNETIC TANK.

Inductance 1 Inductance 2
Part number PQ2617BHA-3R3K PQ2617BHA-4R7K

L[µH] 3.49 4.7
Rcu[mΩ] 2.5 2.5
Rfe[kΩ] 2.44 2.44

SRF [MHz] 40 30
C[pF ] 4.79 5.98

4) Calculate a parameter proportional to the current har-
monic content, defined as metrics Sp and Ss for primary
and secondary sides.

5) Train and test a machine learning model of the metrics
Sp and Ss based on voltage and impedance parameters
defined in 1 and 2.

6) Use the model to quickly find an optimal combination of
Lp and Ls and test these combinations experimentally.

To get the voltage spectrum data set, we define a set
of possible voltages that can be applied at fixed input and
output dc voltage, and fix the control angles to achieve
maximum output power [28] (D1 = D2 = 1, D3 = 1/2,
vdc1 = 520V , vdc2 = 306V ). A set of 11 switching fre-
quency (fsw = [50, 55, ..., 100]kHz) and 31 rising time (tr =
[100, 110, ..., 400]ns) were considered to generate 11x31=341
possible voltages for each primary (vab) and secondary side
(vcd), based on the nominal values of vdc1 and vdc2, respec-
tively. For simplicity, falling and rising times are considered
equal. Thus, different values of dv/dt are evaluated based on
tr, and the dc voltage of the corresponding side. To determine
the range of tr to test, the converter was tested previously
in the laboratory under different power operations for the
same input and output dc voltage. Thus, tr changes in the
range [100,400]ns approximately, depending on the current
during the switching instants [29]. Then, through FFT, the
harmonic content of the voltage waveform can be produced
and assessed for each of the 11x31 cases, for both the primary
and secondary voltage spectrum.

To get the impedance spectrum data set, different config-
urations for the primary and secondary impedances in the
magnetic tank can be simulated. In order to do this, the pa-
rameters of the transformer and the inductance of the primary
and secondary sides are used as alternatives to construct the
magnetic tank, based on Eqn. (2). Then, based on the power
transfer inductance L and the turns ratio of the transformer,
we generate a vector of 200 possible Lp and Ls, based on
Eqn. (1). Besides, the manufacturer facilitates the typical self-
resonance frequency of the inductance in order to calculate
the stray capacitance based on Eqn. (3), which can be used to
calculate different configurations of inductances in series. We
considered 16 values for the self-resonance frequency SRF
(SRF = [20, 22, ..., 50]MHz), based on the typical values
for this parameter specified in the inductor datasheet. For the
same purpose, the series equivalent for the core and copper
resistances can be calculated based on Eqn. (4). This generates
a set of 200x16 possible configurations of the magnetic tank.

(a)

(b)

(c)

(d)

(e)

(f)

Fig. 6. ANN model of Sp+Ss for different fsw , at tr = tf = 150ns. Light
red background zones represent ±10% inductance tolerance facilitated by the
manufacturer. (a) fsw = 50kHz; (b) fsw = 60kHz; (c) fsw = 70kHz; (d)
fsw = 80kHz; (e) fsw = 90kHz; (f) fsw = 100kHz.

SRF =
1

2π
√
Leq · Ceq

→ Ceq =
1

(2π · SRF )2Leq
(3)

Ceq = C/nseries Leq = nseries · Lb

Req = nseries ·R
(4)

To generate the current spectrum data set based on the
voltage and impedance configurations, we obtain the harmonic
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TABLE II
TRANSFORMER PARAMETERS OF THE MAGNETIC TANK.

Value
Turn ratio (n) 1.7
Lm[µH] 8100

LT
σ = L

Tp
σ + n2LTs

σ [µH] 132
RT

cu = R
Tp
cu + n2RTs

cu [mΩ] 37.2
RT

fe[kΩ] 197
Cp + Cs/n2[pF ] 224

Cps[nF ] 2.35

content of 11x31x16x200=1.091.200 primary and secondary
currents (ipp and iss). It is worth noting that previous fre-
quency analysis of the magnetic tank impedances and voltage
waveforms has to be done to select the values to generate the
data set, in order to represent the current harmonic content.

In order to analyze the performance of different configu-
rations, the use of an indicator is proposed. The L1 norm of
the spectrum (the sum of the harmonics) can be considered,
which can evaluate how spread out the harmonic content is.
The L2 norm (the square root of the sum of the square of
the harmonics) can also be used as a measure of efficiency,
because power loss is a function of the square of the harmonics
and the ac resistance of the inductance. In both cases, low
values represent low harmonic content. Both values may
change proportionally with the amplitude, which complicates
the comparisons between different voltage and magnetic tank
impedances. For a sinusoidal waveform, the Total Harmonic
Distortion (THD) is a good choice because it quantifies how
much harmonic content is present in the signal with respect to
its fundamental harmonic. It is expected that the magnitudes
of the high-frequency content are small, and squaring each
harmonic can decrease the influence of the ringing content
on the overall metric for different designs. To mitigate this,
the indicator used to study the current ringing is shown in
Eqn. (5), where x = pp refers to primary (Spp) and x = ss
for secondary (Sss) harmonic current metrics. We consider a
maximum harmonic frequency of fmax = 20MHz.

Sx =

(
fmax/fstep∑

j=1

ix(fstep · j)

)
− ix(fsw)

ix(fsw)
(5)

To generate a model that can represent the harmonic content
of ip and is in the metrics Sp and Ss, two steps were
considered. First, identify relevant inputs of the model, and
second, train and validate the model. The harmonic content of
the current depends on the inductance value on the primary
side, the rising and falling times (considered equal to tr), the
switching frequency fsw, and the stray capacitances on the
primary and secondary side inductances (determined by SRF
from Eqn. (3)). Based on Eqn. (1), Ls is dependent on Lp

and L, so only considering Lp or Ls as an input of the model
is sufficient. On the inductance datasheet, in order to quantify
the stray capacitance, the typical SRF value is given. More
than that, there is no information about how it can change
due to temperature, aging or other factors. It is expected that
the stray capacitance of the inductance and the transformer
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Fig. 7. Impedance of the magnetic tank under different configurations. Top:
Impedance on the primary side Zp

in; Bottom: Impedance on the secondary
side Zs

in.

will have an important effect on how the ringing current will
behave [27]. The Artificial Neural Network (ANN) structure
is shown in Fig. 5.b. Thus, an ANN model is used to estimate
the metrics Sp and Ss, originated from the inputs Lp, fsw, tr
and SRF . The data (inputs and outputs of the model) are
normalized between 0 and 1. The pytorch and scikit-learn
k-fold packages were used for training and validation of 5
k-fold cross-validation (i.e. 5 groups of data where 80% is
training data and 20% is testing data). The ANN has, for each
metric, 3 hidden layers (HLs) of 100 units each, ReLU as the
activation function on each HL, the Adam optimizer, and the
SmoothL1loss function, trained in 200 epochs and resulting in
an average loss for each k-fold result equal to 2.84e-6 and
3.4e-6 for Sp and Ss models, respectively.

To compare the effect of primary and secondary harmonic
content in the high-frequency current, the sum of Sp and
Ss is proposed. The consideration to use this is explained
in Appendix VIII-A. The resulting Sp + Ss for 6 switching
frequencies are illustrated in Fig. 6 to evaluate the performance
of the metrics for the ANN model. The dv/dt was fixed to
tr = tf = 150ns for the primary and secondary sides.
The results show that different minimum and maximum joint
current harmonic content (Sp + Ss) are represented by the
curves, which depend on different inductance values, stray
capacitances, switching frequencies and dv/dt (represented by
L, SRF , fsw and tr, respectively). The design point should
lie away from the maximum peaks.

There are potentially a big number of possible parameters
to consider that can affect the current harmonic content in the
magnetic tank, for both voltage and impedance parameters of
the components modeled. Besides, the bandwidth to consider
in the analysis can be potentially high, particularly in high-
frequency power supplies that use SiC or GaN semiconductor
technology. By using an ML model, multiple design scenarios
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Fig. 8. DAB configuration considering the main stray components in the circuit.

can be rapidly generated to study in the design stage how
the current harmonic content will behave for different sets of
inputs. It can be considered that the switching frequency will
remain practically constant throughout the converter’s entire
lifespan. However, the inductance values (Lp and Ls) and stray
capacitance can potentially vary due to tolerance or parameter
shifts. Due to the large number of possible combinations of
parameters, the ML model can be employed to analyze the
harmonic current behavior in a more efficient manner than
with an analytical model.

To evaluate the methodology proposed, 4 different magnetic
tank configurations were considered in the experimental vali-
dation (named cases A to D). The selection was based on the
inductances defined in Table I and their combinations that re-
sult in a similar total inductance when accounting for the turns
ratio of the transformer, based on Eqn. (1). They range from
inductance only in the primary side ([Lp, Ls] = [L, 0], case
A) to only in the secondary side ([Lp, Ls] = [0, L/n2], case
D). These cases were illustrated in Fig. 6. Note that the light
red background zones on each case represent 10% tolerance
for each case, which is facilitated by the manufacturer.

Based on Eqn. (2) and the parameters specified in Table I
and II, the Bode diagram of 4 magnetic tank configuration
cases (A to D) are illustrated in Fig. 7. The resonance
frequency moves to a higher frequency on the side with a
higher inductance, but the contrary effect is generated on
the opposite side (primary or secondary). Based on this, it
is expected that for certain primary and secondary voltage
waveforms there exists a combination of inductances where the
harmonic content of the current ringing is balanced between
the primary and secondary sides for the selected metric.

V. EXPERIMENTAL RESULTS

The experimental setup considers 4 Imperix PEB8024 half-
bridges configured as shown in Fig. 8, which include SiC
MOSFETs (C2M0080120D). Each MOSFET includes a snub-
ber capacitor Csn of 1nF and 3nF on the primary and sec-
ondary half-bridges, respectively, in order to limit their dv/dt.
Deadtime is set to 600ns. A Bbox RCP system platform was
used to implement SPS modulation and test different switching

frequencies at different phase-shifts, to achieve similar ip, is,
and output power. We used the instruments LPA05 Impedance
Analyzer, PSM1735, and N4L Impedance Analysis Interface
to estimate the parameters of a transformer (based on [30])
and two inductances of 3.3 µH and 4.7 µH (see Tables I
and II). The instruments cannot measure capacitance values
smaller than 100 pF and resistances lower than 1 mΩ, so
for the inductors, we used the datasheet values for the copper
losses, and the self-resonance frequency and inductor value to
estimate the stray capacitance.

Thus, four magnetic tank designs were tested for 50 and
100kHz. The results from the oscilloscope data at fsw=100kHz
are shown in Fig. 9. The current ringing depends on the
transformer side where the dv/dt occurs. During high dv/dt
periods, more voltage harmonic content is produced. Besides,
the bigger the current ringing, the lower the inductance on
the corresponding side. When the inductance is only in the
primary (or secondary) side (cases A and D, respectively),
the current on the corresponding side is filtered. This occurs
because the resonance frequency of the magnetic tank on
the corresponding side increases significantly. When there are
inductances on both sides (cases B and C), a current ringing
appears on each side for the tested parameters. The spectrum
of ip and is are included in the last two rows of Fig. 9. Note
that the spectrum is more spread on the side where lower
inductance is used.

With respect to the voltage waveform, from Fig. 9 it can
be inferred that there is a bigger voltage oscillation in the
secondary side (vcd) than the primary side (vab), where the
current magnitude is greater. For the secondary side voltage
vcd (second row of Fig. 9), larger oscillations are appreciated
where the magnetic tank does not consider inductances in
the secondary side (Fig. 9.a) and higher current ringing is
visualized. The reason might be the following. From Fig. 8,
the current ip and is is passing through Lwire on each side,
which represent an equivalent line inductance for the wired
connection between half-bridges bus bars and the magnetic
tank. It is expected that on these inductances will be generated
a voltage as a function of the current and the inductance
size, which will be seen in vab and vcd changing the voltage
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TABLE III
EXPERIMENTAL RESULTS OF 4 INDUCTANCE CONFIGURATION FOR THE INDICATORS Sp , Ss AND Σ = Sp + Ss , UNDER DIFFERENT SWITCHING

FREQUENCIES fsw = [50 : 10 : 100]kHz, ADJUSTING D3 = [0.15 : 0.025 : 0.275] RESPECTIVELY. (A) Lp = 16 · 4.7µH , Ls = 0µH ; (B)
Lp = 8 · 4.7µH , Ls = 3 · 4.7µH ; (C) Lp = 6 · 3.3µH , Ls = 6 · 3.3µH ; (D) Lp = 0µH , Ls = 8 · 3.3µH .

fsw = 50kHz fsw = 60kHz fsw = 70kHz fsw = 80kHz fsw = 90kHz fsw = 100kHz
Case Sp Ss Σ Sp Ss Σ Sp Ss Σ Sp Ss Σ Sp Ss Σ Sp Ss Σ
(A) 0.80 0.99 1.80 0.79 0.97 1.771 0.71 0.91 1.621 0.63 0.84 1.486 0.57 0.77 1.352 0.52 0.75 1.279
(B) 0.89 0.86 1.758 0.79 0.77 1.571 0.80 0.77 1.580 0.72 0.71 1.441 0.66 0.65 1.316 0.61 0.60 1.219
(C) 0.94 0.85 1.802 0.93 0.84 1.778 0.84 0.75 1.604 0.77 0.68 1.462 0.71 0.63 1.341 0.66 0.57 1.238
(D) 1.00 0.81 1.823 0.99 0.80 1.801 0.95 0.73 1.691 0.88 0.65 1.540 0.75 0.59 1.349 0.77 0.53 1.315

generated by the primary and secondary full-bridges. Fig. 10
shows a comparison between theoretical and experimental vcd
spectrum for two magnetic tank designs, with inductance only
in primary and secondary side (Fig. 10.a and 10.b, respec-
tively). Thus, theoretical and experimental voltage spectrum
are different in the high frequency side, particularly where
higher current ringing is appreciated. This will generate higher
current harmonics and increasing the metrics on this side.

Table III summarizes the results obtained by calculating the
metrics Sp and Ss based on Eqn. (5) using the measured
currents ip and is from the oscilloscope data, which works
as an indicator for the different tested fsw. Due to a small
mismatch of the equivalent inductance value L in each case,
the time-series primary and secondary currents of each de-
signed inductance were normalized by their corresponding first
harmonic and amplified by the minimum first harmonic of the
4 cases. The smaller the indicator, the better the performance.
The best performance occurs in the case that the inductance
is on both sides for the cases tested, as expected from Fig.
6. Thus, the models for Sp and Ss, and the machine-learning
model for the metrics describe the experimental results tested.
Note that the magnitudes of the experimental results are
higher than the theoretical ones, and the expected designs
that achieve minimum harmonic content match the theoretical
results. Besides, a recommended practice is to operate in a
zone that is likely to achieve low harmonic content (flat zones),
despite the fact that the minimum harmonic content might be
in the middle of the inductance range. Moreover, dv/dt is a
function of the voltage, the equivalent drain-source capacitance
in the switches, and the current during switching, which are
not simple to determine for all operating points. For the tests
executed, tr (the rising and falling time) is close to 200ns.

VI. DISCUSSION

In this section, the modeling of the ringing metric and its
efficient evaluation through the ML model is shortly discussed
and expanded to other potential optimization objectives.

A. ANN generalization

The value provided by the ML model lies in its potential
for generalization, which is defined as the ability to perform
well on previously unobserved inputs [31]. This involves
preventing overfitting, which aims to capture data behavior
without excessively increasing network weights size. K-fold
cross-validation and dropout can also aid to achieve it [31].

Another recommended practice is the use of a regularization
term in the loss function (e.g. L2 regularization of the weights),
which helps to avoid a significant increment of the weight
during each training epoch. Besides, shuffling the data set
when drawing training batches helps in this aspect as well, and
reduces the risk of the model learning patterns that are specific
to the order of the data. By doing this, the resulting model is
accurate within the bounds of the input variables in the training
data set (or interpolating). In the case that the pattern is simple,
and the model generalizes well within the bounds of its input
data, the neural network might be able to make reasonable
extrapolations. However, if complex patterns or data changes
significantly outside the training range, the extrapolation can
provide unreliable predictions. It is not recommended to use
the model for every case as extrapolation, only interpolation.

B. Metrics for current ringing modeling and ANN

There is a large number of potential operating voltage
conditions and magnetic tank impedance configurations that
can be considered to operate and design the power converter,
leading to many possible current ringing scenarios. From a
voltage waveform point of view, higher switching frequency
due to SiC and GaN switches will increase the bandwidth of
interest. From an impedance point of view, a potentially more
complex high-frequency model can be necessary, where other
parameters or considerations can be relevant to include. In
this sense, the present methodology can provide a generalized
machine-learning model that can learn the features of the
metrics, and thus allow a rapid evaluation of multiple scenarios
and help the converter designer to study the performance of
the high-frequency harmonic content.

C. Use of AI, ML and ANN for optimization problems

The challenge of designing complex systems with multiple
conflicting objectives (or targets), such as minimizing cost,
volume, weight, losses, and failure rate, can be framed as a
multi-objective optimization problem. The current ringing can
be added as another objective. In this context, each design
parameter serves as an input variable that influences the output
targets. The quest to find an optimal design that balances
these objectives requires exploring a potential extensive de-
sign space, which can be highly time-consuming. This is
particularly true for complex systems with intricate models
that require significant computational resources and time for
evaluation.
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Fig. 9. Experimental results from oscilloscope data points for fsw = 100kHz and D3 = 0.275. vab normalized by vdc1 = 520V, vcd normalized by
vdc2 = 306V, and currents (normalized by its fundamental component for ip(t) and is(t) in rows 3 and 4). First row: vab(t); second row: vcd(t); third row:
ip(t); forth row: is(t); fifth row: ip(f); sixth row: is(f). (a) Lp = 16 · 4.7µH , Ls = 0µH; (b) Lp = 8 · 4.7µH , Ls = 3 · 4.7µH; (c) Lp = 6 · 3.3µH ,
Ls = 6 · 3.3µH; (d) Lp = 0µH , Ls = 8 · 3.3µH .

Modern AI and ML approaches have emerged as effective
tools to address the computational challenges associated with
design optimization in power electronic systems. Article [32]
analyzed 444 relevant journal papers up to May 2020. Consid-
ering the context explained in the last paragraph, two relevant

tasks can be addressed for optimization problems using AI,
regression models, and optimization/searching algorithms.

Regression ML models can be used to rapidly and precisely
evaluate the influence of the design parameters over the
objectives or other variables to help model them. To create
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Fig. 10. Theoretical and experimental voltage spectrum of vcd (considering
vdc2 = 306V ) for magnetic tank with inductances only in primary (a) and
secondary (b) sides.

the model, one of the main tasks is the data set generation,
which can be obtained via simulations (e.g. using numerical
models like finite-element modeling, or dynamic simulation to
get parameter performance in time), or analytical models (e.g.
based on closed-form solutions of the parameters of interest),
or a mix of them. Using these data an ML model can be
trained and tested, which is done only one time. By having
the ML model, it is possible to avoid multiple time-consuming
simulations to assess more scenarios, which is very beneficial
to the design process. ANN models can be trained for this
purpose. They will consume less memory than storing the
entire data set (to e.g. use a look-up table) since they store
only the weights and biases of network units. Additionally,
they are good at modeling nonlinearities without incurring
significant memory overhead. For example, [33] demonstrated
the use of ANN to rapidly estimate the effect of different
design parameters over the yearly lifetime consumption (LC)
of the semiconductors in a power converter PV system. Thanks
to this, the Pareto front that describes the grid filter inductor
and the LC can be rapidly modeled. Similarly, [34] used ANN
to model the thermal and magnetic performance (see Table 3 of
[34]) of an inductor for different magnetic design parameters
(see Table 2 of [34]), which was used to model the Pareto front
for multiple designs in a short period of time. While ANN

offers substantial benefits, other ML methods can be explored
as well. For instance, Gaussian Process Regression (GPR)
offers advantages like uncertainty quantification, which can be
used for making informed decisions in design optimization.

For optimization, different programs can be used to explore
the design space and find the design parameters that minimize
the objectives. In AI, the main options used are metaheuristic
methods [32] (e.g. genetic algorithms, particle swarm). Using
these algorithms, the exploration for the optimal solution uses
randomness to evaluate via trial-and-error the influences of
the design parameters over the targets. This type of search
algorithm does not guarantee to find the global optimum but
reduces the computational effort and time to get a solution.
Besides, it balances exploration and exploitation, enabling for
searching new areas and avoiding getting trapped in local
optima. By incorporating a variety of ML methods, the opti-
mization of complex designs can be further enhanced, allowing
designers to evaluate an array of performance metrics, and
enabling automated design processes that encompass multiple
objectives and variables.

VII. CONCLUSIONS

The present article describes, theoretically and experimen-
tally, the relationship between the voltage harmonic content
and the impedance of the magnetic tank that will generate
current ringing on the transformer’s primary and secondary
sides. A metric to measure this phenomenon is derived and
discussed. It is based on the switching frequency, the rising
and falling time of the voltage waveform on primary and
secondary sides, the dc-link primary and secondary voltages,
the magnetic tank inductances, and its stray capacitance values
on each side. Then, a model of the metric for the primary and
secondary sides (Sp and Ss) is trained and tested, considering
the above-commented inputs. This results in a model that can
represent the data set for different SRF values, primary and
secondary side inductances, switching frequencies and dv/dt
values, under the nominal input and output voltage. The model
considers the parameters obtained via an impedance analyzer,
which does not account for any shifting of the parameters due
to thermal or aging processes. This will vary the harmonic
content of the high-frequency currents during the lifespan of
the converter. Experimental results are presented to contrast
the models, which validates the quantitatively represented
performance. We noted that tolerance is an important factor to
consider, as it defines a zone where the current performance
will behave within certain bounds. The criterion of how to
select the inductance value is validated using the metric mod-
els. The methodology makes use of a steady-state frequency
analysis via FFT.

Future work might consider a more complex model to de-
sign how the current ringing can be generated, and incorporate
mitigation measures at the design stage. More aspects can be
considered in the trained model, such as efficiency or other
factors that can be correlated or may be relevant for analyze.
Other metrics may be used to evaluate the harmonic perfor-
mance, with the same methodology that has been developed.

The proposed methodology should be particularly interest-
ing for high-frequency multi-active bridge converters [35]–
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[38], where potentially many dv/dt sources can be considered.
These fall outside the scope of the present study, but an
analogously methodology is applicable.

VIII. APPENDIX

A. Metric for primary and secondary harmonic content

Considering that the core of the magnetic components will
not be saturated, the magnetic tank can be modeled as a linear
plant. Thus, source superposition can be applied. We define ipp
(and analogously for iss) as the primary side current generated
by the primary side voltage vab short-circuiting the secondary
(i.e. vcd = 0). Thus, the primary and secondary currents ip and
is can be modeled in Eqn. (6), where n is the transformer’s
turn-ratio. (

ip
is

)
=

(
1 −1/n
n −1

)
·
(
ipp
iss

)
(6)

Consider that ipp = vab/Z
p
in and iss = vcd/Z

s
in. The currents

ipp and iss are modeled in the complex plane. To describe
the high-frequency harmonic content without reducing signif-
icantly the low amplitude values by powering by two each
harmonic, a metric for each current is proposed in Eqn. (5).
Thus, ipp → Sp and iss → Ss. Subtracting the fundamental
component of ip and is in Eqn. (6), and considering the metric
defined in Eqn. (5), it results in Eqn. (7).

ip − ip(fsw) = ipp(fsw) · Sp − n−1 · iss(fsw) · Ss

is − is(fsw) = n · ipp(fsw) · Sp − iss(fsw) · Ss
(7)

The fundamental component of ipp and iss are defined in
Eqn. (8), where vx⊓(f) represents the harmonic content of a
unitary square ac signal of rising and falling time tr (x=p
for primary and x=s for secondary). It is considered that
Zp
in(fsw) ≈ n2Zs

in(fsw) ≈ 2πfswL.

ipp(fsw) =
vdc1 · vp⊓(fsw)

2πfswL

iss(fsw) =
vdc2 · vs⊓(fsw)
2πfswL/(n2)

(8)

For the DAB it is defined d = nvdc2

vdc1
. Thus, assuming

that vp⊓(fsw) ≈ vs⊓(fsw), from Eqn. (8) we can define a
relationship ipp(fsw) and iss(fsw) in Eqn. (9).

ipp(fsw) = (nd)−1iss(fsw) (9)

Thus, considering Eqn. (9), normalizing by ipp(fsw) and
iss(fsw) the Eqn. (7), results in Eqn. (10), which represents
the normalized harmonic content for each side.

ip−ip(fsw)
ipp

= d is−is(fsw)
iss

= Sp − dSs (10)

We define the metric Mp that represents the normalized
harmonic content of the transformer’s primary side current.
Analogously for the secondary, Ms = Mp/d. Finally, by
selecting the value of d ≈ 1 (by setting the input and output
voltages accordingly), and considering that Sp and Ss are the
sums of the amplitudes, where no phase is considered, the
metric to evaluate the joint effect that primary and secondary
produces is proposed in Eqn. (11).

M = Mp = Ms = Sp + Ss (11)
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